Abstract-Software fault prediction model are employed to optimize testing resource allocation by identifying fault-prone classes before testing phases. Several researchers' have validated the use of different classification techniques to develop predictive models for fault prediction. The performance of the statistical models are proven to be influenced by the training and testing dataset. Ensemble method learning algorithms have been widely used because it combines the capabilities of its constituent models towards a dataset to come up with a potentially higher performance as compared to individual models (improves generalizability). In the study presented in this paper, three different ensemble methods have been applied to develop a model for predicting fault proneness. The efficacy and usefulness of a fault prediction model also depends on the source code metrics which are considered as the input for the model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Early identification of source code regions, classes or modules where faults are likely to occur can help in optimizing and guiding testing efforts resulting in improvement of software quality. Fault prediction is an important and challenging problem in the area of software engineering and hence attracted the attention of several researchers. Many fault prediction techniques have been proposed and their performance have been evaluated on different dataset. Hall et al. [14] and Catal et al. [7] conduct a systematic literature review in the area of fault prediction. Hall et al. analyze 208 fault prediction studies and conclude that the methodology used to build models seems to be influential to predictive performance. One of the conclusions of their study is that more studies are needed that use a reliable methodology and which report their context, methodology, and performance comprehensively [14] . Arisholm et al. conduct a comprehensive examination of methods to develop and evaluate the performance of fault prediction models [1] . Their study is performed in an industrial setting in the context of large Java legacy system development project [1] .
We believe that there are several research gaps and scope for more studied in the area of fault prediction. One of the research gaps is in modeling technique. The application of homogeneous and heterogeneous ensemble methods is relative unexplored. One of the novel contributions of our work in context to existing work is the application of various base learners such as logistic regression analysis, artificial neural network and radial basis function neural network as constituents of ensemble methods. Another research contribution of the work presented in this paper is an in-depth study of the generalizability of fault prediction model as we conduct our experiments on dataset belonging to 45 open source projects. We propose a cost evaluation model which takes into account the economics of software quality assurance [21] . The application of estimated fault removal cost, testing cost and the normalized fault removal cost in the fault prediction framework based on ensemble methods is a novel and unique contribution of our work.
Note: The research presented in this paper is an extended version of the paper published by the same authors in COMPSAC 2017 [19] . The COMPSAC 2017 paper is a short paper (6 pages) and hence does not contain all the details due to the page limit.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we define the dependent and independent variables of the models and provide the experimental dataset description.
A. Dependent and Independent Variables
In our study, the objective is to develop a fault prediction model using source code metrics as input variables or predictors. Hence, the class or category "bugs" is a dependent variable and various sets of metrics based on source code are independent variables. The independent and dependent variables for the fault prediction model is shown in Table I . We compute the source code metrics listed in Table I for the purpose of building a predictive model for estimating faultproneness of the software system. We compute the source code metrics using CKJM extended tool 1 which is an extended version of the CKJM tool for calculating Chidamber and Kemerer Java Metrics and several other metrics such as WMC (Weighted methods per class), LCOM (Lack of cohesion in methods), CBO (Coupling between object classes), MFA (Measure of Functional Abstraction), CAM (Cohesion Among Methods of Class) and CC (McCabe cyclomatic complexity) [9] . We apply Chidamber and Kemerer Java Metrics in our study as these metrics have been widely and successfully used for predicting change-proneness of object oriented system (a different problem than fault prediction but in the domain of using source code metrics for predicting software quality and maintainability) and has tool support for the purpose of collecting the relevant metric data from source code [16] [17] [18] . 
B. Experimental Dataset
Based on our analysis of previour work, we observe that authors apply several different datasets to validate their proposed prediction models. We observe that several authors have used only a limited number of software systems to investigate the relationships between fault proneness and object-oriented metrics. Hence we beleive that due to experiments being conducted on limited dataset, it may not be clear whether a particular conclusion could be generalized to other software systems. However, in our study presented this paper, we have considered 45 real-life datasets from the PROMISE repository 2 . PROMIS repository is one if the largest repositories for software engineering research data. The dataset on PROMISE repository is publicly available and it is very easy to find research dataset on the repository. By conducting experiments on dataset form PPROMISE repository, we make our experiments easily replicable for other researchers. Table II shows the percentage of faulty classes in each project in the PROMISE repository used in our experiments.
The experimental dataset consists of several popular and widely used applications. Apache Ant 3 is a Java library and command-line tool which is used for building Java applications and provides a number of built-in tasks allowing developers to compile, assemble, test and run Java applications. Log4j 4 is a popular logging package for Java and is distributed under the Apache Software License. Apache Lucene 5 is a highperformance, full-featured text search engine library written entirely in Java. jEdit 6 is a text editor written in Java for which hundreds of macros and plugins available. 
C. Research Questions
Based on our analysis of several techniques on fault prediction as well as literature review studies, we frame the following research questions as gaps and contribution to the body of knowledge on software fault prediction:
RQ1 Do source code metrics predict faulty or non faulty classes?
The objective of this question is to test the relationship between each source code metric and fault proneness. This question helps to investigate the performance of different types of fault-prediction techniques. To address this question, three ensemble methods are considered for developing a fault prediction models in order to achieve the best performance.
RQ4 For any given software product, is performing fault prediction analyses economically effective?
This question investigates the effectiveness of different fault prediction techniques. To address this issue, a cost evaluation framework is proposed which performs cost based analysis for mis-classification of faults.
III. SOURCE CODE METRICS VALIDATION FRAMEWORK
Researchers' uses different set of source code metrics as input to develop a model for predicting whether class is faulty or not [8] [20] [3] . This shows that the performance of fault prediction model depends on the software metrics which have been considered as inputs to develop a model. Selection of a suitable set of features is an important data pre-processing task in different applications of data mining and machine learning [12] [13] [11] . In this paper, a source code metrics validation framework has been proposed for validating the metrics and identifying suitable set of source code metrics with an aim to reduce irrelevant metrics and improve the performance of the fault prediction model. Irrelevant source code metrics are those features with very low predictive or discriminatory power with respect to the target class. The proposed framework is applied to 45 real-life datasets taken from the PROMISE repository 7 . Finally, we have validated the framework by comparing the performance of the models developed using a selected set of source code metrics with the performance of those developed using original dataset. Figure 1 shows the detail steps of the proposed software metrics validation framework. Our proposed approach is a multi-step process. The objective of this framework is to first investigate whether these source code metrics are significant predictors of fault proneness without involving any learning algorithm. After identifying all significant source code metrics, the wrapper approach is employed for identifying the right set of source code metrics. It uses the performance of the chosen learning algorithm to evaluate each candidate feature subset. In this experiment, linear discriminant analysis is considered as a classification algorithm. Table II are taken from tera-PROMISE Repository. The data set containing fault information and twenty software source code metrics are also included. ii. Normalization of Data: All source code metrics are normalized over the range between 0 to 1 using Min-Max normalization technique. The normalization of source code metrics is required to adjust the defined range of metrics. Hence, before applying the machine learning algorithm and subsequent t-test analysis, the input metrics are normalized or standardized using min-max scaling. iii. Filter Approach: Filter approach is usually used as a pre-processing step to remove insignificant features. We have considered the characteristics of features to select significant sets of features without involving a learning algorithm. T-test has been employed to remove insignificant features. The objective of this step is to test the relationship between each source code metric and fault proneness. In this study, t-test analysis is used to test the statistical significance between faulty and non-faulty group metrics. In 2-class problems (faulty class and non faulty classes), test of null hypothesis (H0) means that the two populations are not equal; on other words, there is a significant difference between their mean value and both features are different. It further implies that the metrics affect the fault prediction result. Hence, these metrics have been considered and those having no significant difference between their mean value are rejected. Therefore, it is necessary to accept the null hypothesis (H0) and reject the alternate hypothesis. Here, a t − test on each metric is applied and compared with their corresponding P −value for each metric as a measure of how effectively it separates the groups. The metrics having P − value smaller than 0.05 have strong discrimination powers. iv. Wrapper Approach: The above filter approach does not consider the interaction between source code metrics; hence, it may be possible that the selected metrics using filter approach also contain redundant information. In this work, multivariate linear regression stepwise forward selection is considered in a wrapper fashion to compute an optimal set of source code metrics.
IV. COST ANALYSIS MODEL
In this section, we describe the construction of our proposed cost evaluation model. The cost evaluation model accounts for the realistic costs incurred to remove a fault or defect in the system and computes the estimated fault removal cost for a specific fault prediction technique based on the ideas proposed by Wagner et al. ([21] ). We make certain assumptions and define the constraints in designing this cost evaluation model. The assumptions and constraints are listed as follows:
i. Different testing phases account for varying fault removal cost. ii. It is not practically possible to completely detect all faults within one testing phase. iii. It is not practically possible to perform unit testing on all classes in a system. The normalized fault removal cost approach suggested by Wagner et al. ( [21] ) is applied in our work to formulate the proposed cost evaluation model. The fault removal cost varies because various projects are developed on different platforms following organization standards and practises which varies across projects. The normalized fault removal costs are summarized in Table III . The fault identification efficiencies for different testing phases used in our work are inspired from the study by Jones et al. ( [6] ). The efficiencies of testing phases are summarized in Table IV . Wilde et al. ([15] ) stated that more than 50% of the classes are usually very small in size, and hence performing unit testing on these classes may not be very much helpful. The formulations of E cost , T cost and the N E cost of the proposed cost based evaluation framework are presented int he below section. The mathematical notations used in our framework are described below: i. C i : Initial setup cost of used fault-prediction technique, C u , C i , C s , and C f are the normalized fault removal cost in unit, integration, system, and field testing respectively. M p : percentage of classes unit tested. ii. δ u , δ i and δ s are the fault identification efficiency of unit, integration, and system testing respectively. iii. F C and T C are the number of faulty modules and total number of modules in software projects respectively. T N , F N , F P , and T P are the value of true negative, false negative, false positive, and true positive respectively. Estimated fault removal cost (E cost ): The series of steps involved in computing the estimated fault removal cost of the software system when fault prediction is performed (E cost ) are defined as follows:
i. Total number of faulty classes identified by the predictor are equal to the summation of true positive (T P ) and false positive (F P ) values. Hence, it is necessary to compute testing and verification cost at class level of granularity which indicates that the value of cost is equal to the cost of unit testing (C u ). The total cost on unit testing of software system is defined as:
ii. Since it impractical to detect all fault within a specific testing phase, there is a possibility that some of the correctly predicted faulty classes remain undetected in unit testing. Furthermore, there is a possibility that these faulty classes which were predicted as non-faulty classes (number of false negative (F N )), are identified by the predictor in the later phases of testing, such as integration(C i ), system, and field testing. The fault removal cost in integration, system, and field testing is computed as follows:
iii. The estimated overall fault removal cost can be determined as:
Estimated testing cost (T cost ): The list of steps to compute the estimated fault removal cost of the software system without using fault prediction approach (T cost ) is defined as follows:
i. In testing phase, if fault prediction analysis is not conducted, then the testing team often performs unit testing on all the classes. Therefore, total unit testing may be computed as:
ii. Furthermore, there is a likelihood that some of the faulty classes that remain undetected in unit testing may later be identified in integration, system, and field testing phases. The total integration, system, and field testing cost is calculated as:
iii. The estimated overall fault removal cost without the use of fault prediction can be determined by using following equation as:
Normalized fault removal cost (N E cost ) : Normalized fault removal cost ( In this section, we present the experimental setup of our developed fault prediction models. Figure 2 shows the work flow of the proposed work. In this study, we perform the following steps to develop fault prediction models:
Metrics Selection: Selection of suitable set of source code metrics using proposed source code metrics validation framework.
Prediction Model: Development of prediction model by considering source code metrics as input to predict fault proneness.
Performance Measures: Selection of performance measures that can used to evaluate the predictive capability of fault prediction models.
Validation Methods: Use of efficient validation methods to determine the true predictive applicability of the developed models.
Statistical Tests: Selection of appropriate statistical tests to determine the superiority of one prediction technique over the other prediction techniques and also determine the superiority of one set of source code metrics over the other sets.
Experimental Validation: Validation of developed fault prediction models using proposed cost analysis framework.
A. Selection of source code metrics
In this work, 20 source code metrics have been used for fault prediction. It is very essential to remove irrelevant and unimportant source code metrics out of these source code metrics so that only uncorrelated and relevant source code metrics are included in the construction of fault prediction models. In order to achieve this objective, we have proposed source code metrics validation framework as described in section III. This proposed framework is used for removing irrelevant source code metrics and select right set of metrics for fault prediction.
B. Classification Techniques
In this work, we have carefully selected three different ensemble methods. In ensemble of classification models, we have considered the outputs of all its individual constituent classification models where base learners are assigned a certain priority level in the each classification model and the final output is computed with the help of some combination rules. There are two types of ensemble methods,
• Homogeneous Ensemble Method: In this method, all considered base learners, i.e. classification models, are of the same types, but each one has a randomly generated training set [ • Linear Ensemble Method: In this method, the arbitrator combines the outputs of the base learners, i.e. classification models, in a linear fashion such as averaging, best in training, weighted averaging, etc.
• Nonlinear Ensemble Method: In this method, the output of the considered base learners, i.e. classification models, are fed into an arbitrator, which is a nonlinear prediction model such as neural network, Decision tree forest (DTF) etc. In the present work, we have considered a heterogeneous ensemble method with three different combination rules (2 Linear, and 1 nonlinear). A detailed description of the ensemble methods used in this work are tabulated in Table V . 
C. Base learners
In this section, we briefly describe each base learners that were used in ensemble methods.
1) Logistic regression analysis (LOGR):
Logistic regression is a statistical method for analyzing a dataset in which there are one or more independent variables that predicting the outcomes of dependent variable [10] . The logistic regression model is based on the following equation:
P represents the number of independent variables. π represents the probability of fault in the class during validation.
2) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model:
In the present work, ANN is considered for developing fault prediction models. The neural network can be represented as:
where I and O ′ are the input and desired output vectors. W is the weight vector, whose W value is updated in every iteration with an aim to reduce the value of mean square error (MSE). MSE is computed using the following equation:
where O, and O ′ are the actual and desired output values. In the present work, Gradient Descent method is considered for training the ANN model. The Gradient Descent (GD) method is used for updating the weights to minimize the output error [4] . GD method uses the 1st order derivative of the total error function to find the minima in error space. It is represented using the following equation:
In each iteration, weight vector W is updated using gradient vector G 8 . Weighted vector W is updated as:
where W k+1 is the updated weight vector, G k is the gradient vector and α is the learning constant. We apply the crossvalidation technique to compute the optimal value of α. [23] is a popular alternative to the feed forward neural network, since it has simple network structure and fast training process [23] . In this analysis Hybrid RBFN model has been used for predicting software fault proneness. Basically RBFN model involves updating the centers and the weights of the model. In this paper, different approaches have been followed for updating centers and weight, details of which are mentioned below: a. In the first approach, centers are generated randomly and weights are updated using Gradient Descent, is referred to as RBFN-RAN. b. In the second instance, centers are identified using Kmeans clustering and weights are updated using Gradient Descent, and this approach is termed as RBFN-KMC. c. In the third approach, centers are identified using Fuzzy C-mean clustering technique and weights are updated using Gradient Descent, and is referred to as RBFN-FCM.
3) Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFN): RBFN network

D. Best Training Ensemble (BTE)
Best Training Ensemble (BTE) method takes the advantage of the fact that each classifier has a different performance across the used dataset partitions. Amongst these, we select the best model in the training dataset based on certain performance parameters.
E. Majority Voting Ensemble (MVE) Method
In Majority Voting Ensemble (MVE) method, we have considered the output of each classifier on the test data, and the ensemble output (E out ) is the majority category classified by the base classifier.
F. Nonlinear Ensemble Decision Tree Forest (NDTF)
In nonlinear ensemble, we have considered the output corresponding to the training data of the base learner as the input to train the non-linear ensemble model. The trained nonlinear ensemble model uses the output corresponding to the testing data of the base learner to make a final prediction on the test set. In this study, we have considered Decision tree forest (DTF) as a classifier for non-linear ensemble. The concept of DTF was proposed by Breiman in 2001. It is a collection of different decision trees where the result of each tree is combined to make a final decision.
G. Performance Parameter
In order to evaluate the fault prediction model, various performance parameters need to be analyzed which indicate the effectiveness of the developed fault prediction models. In this work, we have considered two different performance parameters: accuracy and F-Measure. These parameters are computed using values of various elements in a confusion matrix as shown in Table VI . 
H. Validation method
The objective of this work is to apply our developed model to predict faulty classes for future releases and unseen similar natured projects. Hence, it is necessary to validate the developed fault prediction model on different data set from which they are trained. In this experiment, we have considered 10-fold cross validation to validate the proposed fault prediction model. Cross-validation is a statistical learning method, being used to evaluate and compare the models by partitioning the data into two portions. One portion of the divided set is used to train or learn the model and the rest of the data is used to validate the model, based on training.
I. Statistical tests
In order to statistically analyze the results, we have considered pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank test. We conducted this test to determine which of prediction methods and feature selection techniques work better or all have performed equally well. We have analyzed all results at 0.05 significance level.
J. Validation of Developed Fault Prediction Model
Finally these developed models are validated using proposed cost analysis framework.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Source Code Metrics Validation
This section presents a detailed description of selection the right set of metrics for fault prediction. We started the statistical analysis with 20 source code object-oriented metrics. Figure 3 shows the selected set of metrics in each step for all 45 projects. For the purpose of simplicity, the graphs are represented using four different symbols as described below:
• Empty circle (•): source code metrics selected after t-test analysis; and
• Circle with star (• * ): source code metrics selected after t-test and MLR stepwise forward selection method.
From Figure 3 , it is observed that wmc, cbo rfc, lcom, ca are commonly referred as relevant metrics to the fault of classes in most of the projects. 
B. Performance Evaluation Parameters
We have considered two different set of metrics based on source code as input to design a model to estimate fault proneness of Java classes developed using 5 classification techniques i.e., LOGR, ANN, RBFN-RAN, RBFN-FCM, and RBFN-KMC and 3 ensemble methods i.e., BTE, MVE, and NDTF. Accuracy (%) and F-Measure are considered as performance parameters to measure the performance of the developed fault prediction models. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the box-plot From the box-plot diagram, it can be inferred that:
• In all cases, the selected set of source code metrics has a high median value. Based on the boxplots, SM produced the best result, i.e. the proposed software metrics validation method computes the best set of source code metrics for predicting faulty and non-faulty classes of object-oriented software as compared to all metrics.
• Among all classification, ensemble methods have outperformed as compared to individual models. Further, It is observed that MVE yields better results compared to other techniques.
C. Comparison of results
In this work, we have considered pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank test to determine which of the classification techniques and selected sets of source code metrics work better or weather Table VIIb. From Table VIIb , it may be observed that there is a significant difference between these approaches due to the fact that the p-value is smaller than 0.05. Yet, by judging the value of the mean difference, it is observed that the selected set of source code metrics using the proposed methods yields better results compared to all source code metrics.
D. Cost analysis
In this experiment, the normalized fault removal cost approach suggested by Wagner et al. [21] and the fault identification efficiencies for different testing phases suggested by Jones [6] have been used in designing of our cost evaluation model. Equations 5 and 10 are used to calculate the estimated fault removal cost (E cost ), and estimated testing cost (T cost ), respectively. Figure 6 shows the normalized fault cost of different techniques and set of metrics. From Figure 6a , it can be seen that the MVE has low median value of N E cost as compare to other techniques. This shows that the fault prediction model developed using MVE method consume less fault removal cost as compare to other techniques. Similarly From Figure 6b , it is observed that model developed using selected set of metrics obtained less N E cost as compare to all metrics.
Figures 7 to 9 depict the normalized fault removal cost (N E cost ) of fault prediction techniques for different values of δ u , δ i , and δ s . From these figures, it is observed that as the percentage value of faulty classes increases, the fault-prediction technique tends to have a higher value of N E cost , i.e. fault prediction can be useful for the projects with percentage of faulty classes having less than certain threshold.
E. Threshold Value
Once we identify the best performing model, We analyze the results to establish a relationship or extent of association between the N E cost and the percentage of faulty classes (FP). In this study, we use logistic regression approach as our dependent variable is dichotomous for the purpose of developing a statistical model to calculate the probability of usefulness of fault prediction techniques (P f ault ). In logistic or logit regression, the dependent variable is binary and hence can take only two values. Therefore, we divide the dependent variable of a N E cost into two groups: one group containing software for which fault prediction will be useful (N E cost < 1) and another group for which the fault prediction will not be useful (N E cost ≥ 1). Table VIII displays the constant, coefficient, and threshold values in terms of the percentage of faulty classes for different values of δ u and δ s . We apply logit regression by setting a fixed threshold value of 0.5. The threshold value implies that the fault prediction is useful if P f ault < 0.5, otherwise the fault prediction is not useful. From Table VIII , we can observe that the fault prediction is useful for the software projects having percentages of faulty classes less than a certain threshold. For example, Table VIII reveals that the threshold value expressed in percentage for LOGR and ANN for the case of δ u = 0.1, δ i = 0.25, δ s = 0.25 is 38.14 and 48.75 respectively.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude that the selected set of source code metrics has a high median value in terms of accuracy for all the classifier combinations in comparison to all metrics. This shows that identifying a subset of source code metrics is important. Our findings reveal that ensemble method learning algorithm outperforms individual classifiers. We observe that the MVE approach performs the best. We also observe that fault prediction model developed using MVE method consume less fault removal cost as compare to other techniques. We conclude that our fault prediction method is also effective for software projects with a percentage of faulty classes lower than the threshold value (low -54.82%, medium -41.04%, high -28.10%).
